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Straight cow's milk is too strong for a tiny baby's digestion,
It must be weakened. This is done by adding water. But simply
watered milk would not give baby enough food, so the formula
is increased in its value by the addition of some kind of sugar.
Milk without its cream is easier to digest than whole milk. Oc-
casionally a baby's power of digestion is such that some or
even all of the cream is removed. This would, of course, greatly
lessen the food value, which must be made up in some other
way—perhaps by the addition of more sugar, or sometimes the
ideal gain in weight for a time is sacrificed for the sake of diges-
tion. Milk with increased cream value, us top milk, was used
a great deal a few years ago, but it has been found that usually
more of the lower part of the milk is what is needed rather than
extra cream. The average baby can take milk as it is, with
proper dilution and some sugar addition.
Plain water may be used to dilute the milk, but there are
times when vegetable waters, as potato water, or cereal waters
—rice, barley, or oatmeal—may be used as diluents.
Advantage of Boiled Milk. One big difference between
mother's milk and cow's milk is that cow's milk forms large
tough curds in the stomach, while the curds of mother's milk
are fine and tender and thus much more easily digested. Boil-
ing the milk softens the curds, making them smaller and more
like those of mother's milk. Baby can take a stronger milk
mixture when the milk is boiled than when it is raw. The vitamin
C, which is lessened by the boiling of the milk, may be added
to baby's ration in the way of orange juice or, perhaps, of potato
water, or, sometimes, of both.
A Working Basis. Now with these facts in mind, we will
consider a working basis for milk dilution. The number of
ounces of formula that baby can take at a feeding varies with
his age, and is two to three ounces more than his age in months.
A formula that gives him at a feeding three ounces more than
his age in months is usually safe, because, if the formula is
'properly proportioned, baby's appetite will be a fairly safe
guide; if he doesn't want it all, he won't take it, but will leave
a little in the bottle. This allows baby something to say in the
matter, which isn't altogether without its advantage* When

